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INTRODUCTION

In our discussions, we also were cognizant that
we work in a complex organization that requires
astute political skills to garner the resources
needed to accomplish our mission and also
implement sustainability efforts. Moreover, for
better or worse, the Libraries are
interconnected with many of the major players
in both the operational and academic sides of
the campus.

Since our appointment in May, members of the
IU Libraries Sustainability Task Force have
learned much about sustainability and current
efforts on the Bloomington campus and other
universities nationwide to address the long‐
term global environmental issues we face.
Many of our peer institutions have begun major
initiatives to limit greenhouse gas emissions,
improve air and water quality, change
employee and student transportation patterns,
and create new academic programs. Several
organizations have introduced metrics to rate
the level of sustainability practices at American
colleges and universities. For example, the
Princeton Review now has a “green rating” and
the Sustainable Endowments Institute has
issued their College Sustainability Report Card.
IU Bloomington scored a C+ on the latter, tied
with Northwestern University as the lowest in
the Big Ten.1

“The need for urgent and
unrelenting action has
never been greater.”

This means that it will be difficult to institute
sustainability initiatives on our own and that it
will require close collaborative relationships
with Building Services, University Information
Technology Services, Residential Programs &
Services, Purchasing, Sodexho, and others.
Fortunately, all of these groups are developing
sustainability initiatives.

The need for urgent and unrelenting action has
never been greater. We have recognized in our
discussions, however, that we are only at the
beginning of a long‐term endeavor that will
require continuous effort to bring about change
in long established policies, procedures, and
decision making processes that until now have
been focused primarily on good stewardship of
fiscal resources. The environmental challenges
we face require that we broaden our view to
include an assessment of the long‐term costs
and consequences of current decisions.
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http://greenreportcard.org/
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BACKGROUND AND PROCESS
The Task Force’s charge and membership are at the end of this report as Appendices 1 and 2.
Since we were charged with developing initiatives that meet the objectives outlined in the report of
the Indiana University Task Force on Campus Sustainability (see an executive summary at
https://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/wp‐content/uploads/Executive_Summary.pdf or the full report at
https://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/sustainabilityiu/report/), we began our work by developing an in‐
depth understanding of that report. We then held an open forum for staff to share their ideas about
appropriate efforts in the Libraries. We also posted a survey on the Libraries main web page through
which patrons could provide their ideas (see Appendix Three). During July, our summer intern, Deepak
Sridhar, conducted interviews with unit heads and compiled an inventory of current practices (see his
separate report at http://elmo.libraries.iub.edu/intranet/materials.php?mt=paper&Id=3537). Finally,
the task force met with Terry Link, Director of the Office of Campus Sustainability at Michigan State
University, to learn about that campus’s efforts. Appendix Four includes a sampling of the readings
members of the Task Force consulted in the course of our work. Based on all of this information we
formulated the recommendations below.
GENERAL COMMENTS AND KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
As in the campus report, we also have wrestled with the issues of organizational structure that make it a
challenge to implement sustainability initiatives. Who should take overall responsibility to manage
implementation? How do we change the culture to include consideration of the long‐term
consequences of our decisions on sustainability? How do we develop funding streams and mechanisms
that enable us to meet our mission as well as do the right thing environmentally? How do we evaluate
our progress?
Out of this discussion we make three key recommendations whose adoption we believe will
ensure the long term success of the Libraries’ sustainability efforts:
•

•

•

An administrator who participates at the highest decision levels should be given the additional
responsibility as the Libraries Sustainability Officer. He/she should serve on the campus’s
sustainability advisory group and as the liaison with other non‐Libraries units that have an impact
on our sustainability efforts such as Building Services and food service vendors.
This administrator should be advised, assisted, and supported by a permanent administrative
committee, broadly representative of all staff levels, whose members are passionately
committed to the long‐term management of our efforts. Members of the committee should be
willing to develop and maintain in‐depth knowledge about issues and developments in
sustainability and to provide research assistance as needed to the Libraries Sustainability Officer.
Additional support in the form of student interns should also be investigated. In order to give
sustainability the prominence it needs, the Task Force further recommends that sustainability be
incorporated into the Libraries’ vision statement that is used in strategic planning initiatives.
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During our work this summer we also have identified several areas for future investigation. We
recognize that there is much to be discovered in exploring and developing partnerships with other units
within and outside the university to accomplish sustainability goals. At some point, it would be desirable
to assess the Task Force’s recommendations from a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Threats) perspective. In addition, we believe that there are potential sources of external grant funding
for sustainability initiatives that should be investigated. Lastly, the interviews with unit heads have
identified areas for further research and investigation as noted in the sections below.
Our
report
and
recommendations are
organized
into
two
sections:
major
recommendations and
appendices. Within the
recommendations, the
sections are organized
around the areas in the
campus report.
Before proceeding to
our recommendations,
the Task Forces wishes
to
thank
Michael
Hamburger and Paul
Sullivan, Co‐Chairs of the
IU Task Force on Campus
Sustainability, for their advice and assistance.

We especially want to acknowledge the work of our summer intern, Deepak Sridhar, in
gathering an enormous amount of background data for our work. Without his diligent efforts,
our task would have been much more difficult.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY
People use the libraries on campus both physically and virtually, for a very wide range of information.
The libraries are therefore uniquely positioned to make an impact across the campus and beyond. One
of the responsibilities of a permanent libraries sustainability committee should be to devise and
implement
ways
to
disseminate information
to
its
two
main
constituents
–
its
employees and its users –
and
to
promote
discussion among them
about
sustainability‐
related issues. Some of
these efforts would be
strengthened by being
coordinated with those
of
the
campus
sustainability office. It is
worth noting that many
of the recommendations
below will involve relatively little effort or expense.
Terry Link, Director of the Office of Sustainability at Michigan State University and a former librarian
who spoke with our task force, offered a model for gatherings where people could ask and answer
questions and exchange ideas. Additionally, experts from within the IU community, the greater
Bloomington community and from further afield could be invited to give more formal lecture‐style
presentations. An invited guest could be a member of the faculty, or a non‐faculty person with particular
expertise, such as someone from Residential Programs & Services or the Budget and Supplies Office.
The city of Bloomington already has a list of speakers upon which the Libraries could draw.2
There is a wealth of topics on which the Libraries could focus, from the very local, such as recycling
habits at work and at home, transportation choices or ways to cut down on energy use, to broader
issues such as peak oil and global climate change.
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http://bloomington.in.gov/documents/viewDocument.php?document_id=2779
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We outline below strategies for both raising the profile of sustainability within the Libraries
community and stimulating debate on the topic:
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•

Hold internal discussions, such as regular brown‐bag lunches, publicized throughout the IUB
system to all staff.

•

Issue regular statements in all‐staff communications, such as IUL News, or send out periodic e‐
mails about sustainability. These could suggest techniques for saving energy or just thought‐
provoking facts about the state of the planet.

•

Act as an information hub, using strategies such as:
o Online and in print, provide information on sustainability‐related events around the
campus and town and inform users on ways to get personally involved through local and
national organizations.3
o Obtain and display posters, such as those produced by the interns working on
sustainability, or those produced by other organizations and display them internally in
staff areas (such as the 3rd floor of the East Tower in the Wells Library) or in public areas
(such as the public reference area in the East Tower).
o Mount displays of books and other reading materials on sustainability topics in areas
such as the display cases in the foyer of the Wells Library.

•

Set up a subsidiary section on the Libraries Sustainability Task Force’s website (or its future
equivalent) or on the main website, with a blog and/or a place for people to make suggestions
and comments.

•

Use events such as Earth Day and America Recycles Day to mount displays in the Libraries or
make a special mention on the website (in much the way that Google highlights particular dates).

•

Use IU Libraries’ events, such as the annual Librarians’ Day, and include a forum on an aspect of
sustainability.

•

Use freshman orientation as an opportunity to distribute general information relating to
sustainability and showcase our efforts.

•

Sponsor events such as film and speakers’ series at venues on campus, for example the
auditorium at School of Fine Arts. Collaborate with the campus sustainability initiative in
organizing events. Publicize events in the local media, such as WFIU and the Monroe County
Public Library. Make recordings of these events available by podcast from our website.

http://bloomington.in.gov/documents/viewDocument.php?document_id=2779
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ENERGY
Campus Objective: To raise awareness of IUB’s energy use among faculty, staff, and students and
implement strategies to maximize the efficiency of on‐campus production and distribution systems as
well as reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

The focus of the following recommendations is on areas within the Libraries’ control and
without significant financial obstacles.
•

Energy efficiency should be considered in the purchase of all electrical equipment and steps
should be taken to reduce energy consumption of electronic devices. Although user manuals
and online resources may provide energy use information for most equipment, monitoring
computer energy use is more complex due to the interaction of multiple components and
software configurations. To successfully accomplish this it is recommended that equipment be
purchased for monitoring energy usage of equipment. Consumer energy monitors are low cost
and critical for measuring real world energy usage of electronic devices, reducing energy
consumption, and making more informed decisions when purchasing energy efficient
equipment. Examples of such equipment are listed below:
o P3 P4460 Kill A Watt Electricity Usage Monitor $56
o Watts Up Pro ES Power Meter w/ software $195
o Brultech EML 202 Portable Power Meter $289

•

Investigate the possibility of gathering energy usage statistics from the Physical Plant and stay
abreast of developments with metering of energy use in buildings with library units. Establish
baseline energy usage for Libraries when possible. In addition, the Libraries should support any
campus effort to conduct energy audits of buildings housing library facilities.

•

There are many simple ways that energy can be conserved throughout the Libraries.
o Electrical equipment (with the notable exception of computers) should be turned off
when not in use. Providing power strips to staff on request may help in this effort.
o An effort should be made to reduce printing and reduce the associated energy costs.
o Staff should assure that lighting is turned off when not needed. Motion or heat
sensitive lighting should be considered where appropriate. Investigate the feasibility of
reducing the use of outside spotlights or replacing with more energy efficient lights.
o Thermostats should be adjusted higher in summer and lower in winter. Thermostats
should be adjusted for hours that libraries are closed.
o Signs should be designed and distributed around the staff and public areas reminding
people to turn off monitors, lights, printers, and other equipment.

•

The Sustainability Committee should be consulted in proposed building changes, to assist in
evaluating energy efficient options for lighting, insulation, etc.
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY & LAND USE
Campus Objective: Through research, self‐reporting, and adoption of environmentally sensitive land‐
use practices we seek to help IUB use resources sustainably and improve environmental quality and to
protect the health of citizens on campus, in Bloomington, and beyond.

The survey conducted by the Libraries Sustainability Task Force intern produced helpful results in the
area of environmental quality, with an emphasis on indoor air quality. A variety of cleaning products are
used by staff, both personally purchased and supplied by custodial services. HVAC systems are
inadequate in some areas and are responsible for soot on work spaces. Other complaints, which have a
negative effect on environmental quality, were documented throughout the survey. The Libraries
should strive to remedy the situations noted in the survey and provide education for green solutions.
CLEANING & MAINTENANCE OF LIBRARIES’ FACILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•

Work with custodial staff to provide green cleaning solutions to staff areas.
Work with facility managers to clean visibly soiled areas around ventilation systems and light
fixtures.
Investigate the source of soot and other particulates that emanate from ventilation systems and
accumulate on surfaces within the libraries.
Endorse and support campus efforts to implement integrated pest management (IPM).
Ensure that drinking fountains maintain sufficient water pressure to function properly in order to
reduce concerns about their cleanliness.

AIR QUALITY:
•
•
•
•

Enforce the policy regarding shutting off engines around loading docks.
Initiate investigation of poor air quality, ventilation, and heating/cooling issues reported in the
survey.
Encourage the use of low maintenance plants inside the facilities to improve indoor air quality.
Encourage Purchasing and Facilities Staff to consider Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
emissions when selecting products such as carpets, paints and furnishings.

LAND USE:
•

Work with groundskeepers to encourage their continued use of native low maintenance
landscaping solutions around buildings.
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RESOURCE USE AND RECYCLING
Campus Objective: To raise awareness of resource use and recycling on the IUB campus among faculty,
staff, and students, implement strategies to enhance campus recycling systems, and promote
responsible resource use through green purchasing, conservation, and smart technology.

The survey conducted by the Sustainability Task Force’s intern showed that most units have already
taken some positive steps toward responsible resource use and recycling. All 24 units interviewed
report that discarded furniture is collected by the Facilities Renovation and Maintenance Department
for reuse by other departments. Nearly all units interviewed reported reusing paper if one side is clean.
While positive gains have been made, much remains to be done. (Let us not forget that libraries are the
original re‐users with their mission to share resources among patrons and with other libraries.) The Task
Force intern’s survey revealed that while belief is high that patrons indulge in too much printing, only 14
out of the 24 units have initiatives in place to reduce it. Suggestions gleaned from staff at the open
forum and from patrons who completed the web survey reveal containers for paper, plastic, aluminum,
and glass are too few in number. Containers also vary widely in appearance from location to location,
making them unrecognizable.
We endorse the following actions to improve resource use and recycling in the IUB Libraries:
RESOURCE USE, SHORT TERM ACTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make duplex printing the default for printers where appropriate.
Provide easily‐understood instructions for making double‐sided copies at photocopiers.
Eliminate date due slips, unless requested by the patron.
Investigate the use of recycled paper for copiers, printers, and publications.
Encourage library staff to use email, software, such as Excel, or online tools, such as web forms,
to report cataloging record changes rather than print IUCAT/Unicorn records.
Deploy print release stations for all public printing.

RESOURCE USE, LONG TERM ACTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study whether the paper saved in duplex copying offsets the energy used in duplex copying.
Investigate whether increased electronic access to materials cuts down on printing.
Look for creative ways to discourage the use of plastic bottles and other consumables.
Support the University’s policy to avoid paper purchased from old growth forests.
Work with the University to purchase wood products from companies with a “take an acre,
replace an acre” policy.
Consider packaging when purchasing, and opt for minimal packaging whenever possible.
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RECYCLING, SHORT TERM ACTIONS
•

•

•

•

Develop an IU Libraries recycling policy stating that all recycling bins be consistent in design in all
units and departments, and that bins be clearly labeled as to what materials may be placed
inside them.
Supply clearly marked containers for recycling. Highly recommended are Rubbermaid Slim Jim’s
($30‐$35 each), which have round holes (for cans and plastic) or slots (for paper) in the top.
Based on the recommendations of a campus sustainability intern working on recycling, comingle
plastic (numbers 1‐7) and cans in a single bin. Collect newsprint in a bin separate from all other
paper.
Consult with the custodial staff in the various units, and place recycling containers in highly
visible and appropriate locations next to marked trash containers. (According to the draft report
on campus recycling written by Emily Giovanni, intern for the 2008 Summer Program in
Sustainability, positioning recycling containers next to trash containers greatly reduces the
contamination of recyclables.)
Confirm recycling workflows with the Physical Plant and custodial staff to put concerns about the
recycling process to rest.

RECYCLING, LONG TERM ACTIONS
•
•

Encourage the University to find a way to recycle glass collected from academic buildings.
Investigate ways to reduce the quantity of resources consumed and reuse items in creative ways,
thereby making recycling less necessary.
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TRANSPORTATION
Campus Objective: To promote a sustainable transportation system that will provide safe access and
mobility for students, faculty, staff and visitors, and to ensure that individuals have a broad range of
safe and convenient transportation options to walk, bicycle, carpool, or ride public transit to and around
campus.

The Libraries should encourage staff to substitute alternative transportation for solo car commuting.
Apart from the benefit of decreased automobile emissions, progress in this area will help with the
perennial problem of parking space at a time when competition for parking will become more intense
with the construction of a new International Studies building near the Wells Library.

SHORT TERM ACTIONS
SURVEY:
A survey of Libraries employees sent out by Libraries HR or a newly‐created Libraries sustainability
officer should ask about the reasons employees don’t choose to carpool currently, looking for
impediments that can be removed easily. The same survey should solicit volunteers among those
employees who already do not commute by car who are willing to serve as sources of information about
practical details of bicycling, walking, riding the bus systems and carpooling. New riders/walkers could
“buddy” with these volunteers.
ENCOURAGE BICYCLING AND WALKING:

In addition to the environmental benefits, cycling (or walking) to work fosters employee health, thus
decreasing absenteeism and lowering health insurance expenses.
The Libraries should encourage staff to substitute bicycle use for car commuting by:
•

•

•

Declaring and insuring that existing facilities (showers & lockers – like the ones on the Wells
Library ground floor, for example) are made readily available for bicyclists and walkers who have
a long commute. Those facilities should be adequately maintained.
Providing specifically for staff bicycle rack(s) which are out of the weather and easily accessible.
An indoor space (near the loading dock perhaps) would provide security for employees’ bicycles.
Vertical racks mounted on the walls would maximize the number of bicycles that could fit into a
given space. (One type of vertical rack costs $50 each, retail.) If the racks must be out of doors
(again, near the loading dock), they should be under a shed roof, with a curb cut and lead‐up
path so that bicyclists can roll to and from the shelter of the rack area.
Partnering with area organizations during Bike to Work Week to promote alternative
transportation.
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ENCOURAGE BUS RIDERSHIP:

The Libraries should encourage substitution of bus ridership for local commuting by car by:
•
•

Making staff members aware that IU employees ride the campus buses for free and that the
university issues free Bloomington Transit passes through an online application.4
Encouraging the university to investigate establishing a scheduled (and frequent) bus service
between IUB and IUPUI. Staff on each campus could take advantage of this service when it is
necessary for them to travel between campuses. All IU faculty and staff traveling between
Bloomington and Indianapolis should be encouraged to use such a service rather than to travel
by personal or IU car.

ENCOURAGE CARPOOLING:
The Libraries can encourage staff to substitute carpooling for solo car commuting by:
•

•

4

Providing the IU carpool parking permit free to a group of employees who agree not to purchase
a regular permit. This can be done through the Bloomington campus. University Parking
Operations assigns a convenient parking space that is reserved during the work week for carpool
vehicles. The carpool permit costs the same amount ($105) as a single‐owner permit, so the cost
to the Libraries should be around $500.
Establishing an ongoing message board to facilitate contacts among carpoolers and would‐be
carpoolers. A message board would also facilitate carpooling to other IU campuses and to
conferences.

http://www.iubus.indiana.edu/campus_bus/free_buspass.html
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LONG TERM ACTIONS
ACTIONS BY THE LIBRARIES:
•

•

•

Work schedules: The Libraries should encourage employees and supervisors to adopt a
condensed (4‐day) work week, which will directly reduce the number of commuting trips as well
as the demand for parking space. To the extent allowed by university policy, telecommuting
should be explored as an alternative to working on campus. Within Libraries departments where
feasible, managers should support flexible arrival and departure times.
Telephone interviews of job applicants: An effort to maximize the number of interviews
conducted without the candidate being brought to campus will not only reduce travel‐related
environmental costs but also travel expenses.
Conferences: The IU Libraries (and IU Librarians) should endorse the idea that ALA national
meetings (as well as the national meetings of other associations) should become “hybrid”
conferences by 2015, allowing ALA members to attend “virtually” rather than having to attend in
person.5 Note that many trips to ALA are made by air, and that air transport is the most fuel‐
intensive mode of transportation. Encouragement should be given to other professional
organizations to switch to hybrid or completely virtual conferences as well.

ACTIONS BY THE BLOOMINGTON CAMPUS:
•

•

•

•

5

Carpooling/riders: The Libraries, working together with the new campus‐wide sustainability
office, should press the Bloomington campus administration to expand emergency rides home to
any cyclist, walker, or anyone who does not purchase a parking pass.
Two‐wheeled motor vehicles: These vehicles should require a less expensive parking permit than
for automobiles, since they are more fuel‐efficient and (where motorcycle spaces are available)
they take up less parking space. At present the cost is the same.
The campus bus service should extend better service to the complex of buildings just beyond the
SR 45/46 Bypass including the E. Lingle Craig Preservation Laboratory and the Auxiliary Library
Facility (ALF).
The Libraries should encourage the campus administration to provide the IU carpool parking
permit free to groups of employees, rather than the individual units such as the Libraries bearing
this cost. (There are even universities – University of Iowa, UCLA – that provide university‐
owned vans to groups of commuters.)

http://acrlog.org/2008/07/30/a‐hybrid‐ala‐for‐2015/
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Campus Objective: To promote campus sustainability through innovative building design and
engineering principles that promote functionality, safety, and energy efficiency while respecting campus
culture and heritage.

The Executive Summary of the Indiana University Task Force on Campus Sustainability identifies the
objective of this interest area as “[Promoting] campus sustainability through innovative building design
and engineering principles.” IU Libraries relies not only on partial campus funding but also engineering
and architectural oversight for any building renovation and/or development plans. Still, the Libraries
Sustainability Task Force can advocate for change to greater sustainability and performance in our
buildings. The recent call for bids on a new roof for the Herman B Wells Library is one such case where
advocacy could make a difference.
The members of the Libraries Sustainability Task Force endorse the recommendations of the
Campus Sustainability Task Force, of which there are four.
•

•

•
•

Reduce energy density by 3% each biennium. To date, there has been little effort in this
direction; of departments surveyed, only two stated they had a departmental goal of reducing
energy consumption. Additionally, few departments/buildings have their energy consumption
metered independently. Of departments surveyed, all said their employees would be willing to
take up sustainability initiatives.
Construct and renovate buildings to LEED criteria. Some debate exists over the value of pursuing
a LEED certification strategy as opposed to any number of other ‘green’ ratings. Instead, what is
important is that we seek high performance (i.e. efficient use of materials, reduction in long‐term
energy usage and conservation of our resources) playing a part in any building project early on in
the design and bidding phases.
Develop a utility enterprise. Departmental responsibility for energy consumption may become a
necessary element in all of our budgets.
Establish accurate project cost models. We recommend IU Libraries incorporate lifecycle and
wellness costs into its purchasing of equipment and supplies.
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FOOD
Campus Objective: To promote high‐quality dining options for IUB’s students, staff, and faculty that
support sustainable agricultural and food distribution practices while minimizing energy use and waste
generation.
•

As contracts for food service within facilities controlled by the Libraries come up for renewal, the
Libraries’ administration should negotiate agreements that incorporate the best sustainability
practices as recommended by the campus task force.
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SUMMARY
It is clear from the web survey responses that many people are anxious for the Libraries to take more
action when it comes to sustainability. When the Libraries take obvious first steps towards addressing
such issues as the need for better recycling arrangements, this in itself will help promote a greater
awareness and exert an influence on its users.
In addition to the specific recommendations made above, we also advocate that representatives of the
Libraries be involved across campus in issues relating to sustainability. Libraries staff serve on many
other committees on campus and therefore have an opportunity to reach out to others outside the
Libraries.
Given that the movement for greater sustainability is growing, we believe that any efforts that the
Libraries make in helping to inform those who use its buildings will not only improve practices within the
Libraries, but beyond its walls, too. This in turn will enhance the image of the Libraries as an active and
concerned part of the community.

Just as the Libraries in the early 1990s played a pioneering role in
moving the Bloomington campus toward becoming a smoke‐free
campus, there is an opportunity now for us to show the way toward
more sustainable campus practices in a wide range of areas. Although
many of the measures that we have recommended will likely produce
only incremental improvement, the cumulative effect will be
significant.
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APPENDIX ONE

Task Force Charge
The IU Task Force on Campus Sustainability released its report early in the 2008 spring
semester. The Task Force, chaired by Paul Sullivan of the VP Administration group and Michael
Hamburger, Associate Dean of the Faculties and Professor of Geology, contacted the Libraries
about “organizing a group within the libraries to survey its own practices related to
sustainability…” The report defines sustainability as “meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” The Libraries
Resources Committee discussed this request and enthusiastically endorsed the creation of a
task force and provided funding for a student intern to support its work.
The Task Force was charged to do the following:
1. Review the report of the IU Task Force on Campus Sustainability.
a. Develop a background and understanding of best practices related to
sustainability in general and libraries in particular.
b. Develop a Libraries Intranet site of best practices.
2. Conduct an audit of library work practices.
a. Include the survey instrument in the final report.
b. Tabulate and report the results of the audit.
3. Solicit input from Libraries staff and users on issues related to sustainability.
4. Recommend short and long term goals for the libraries.
a. Prioritize the recommended goals.
b. Include any costs associated with implementing the Task Force
recommendations.
The Task Force was to submit its initial recommendations to Carolyn Walters by September 15,
2008.
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APPENDIX TWO

Task Force Membership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jim Champion
Gary Charbonneau
Kate Cruikshank
Angela Dresselhaus
Carl Horne
Sarah Mitchell
Elinor Okada
Terry Reynolds
Doug Sanders
Steven Sowell, chair
Vern Wilkins
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APPENDIX THREE
LIBRARY WEBSITE SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY RESULTS

Last entry entered on Monday August 18th, 2008 at 2:18 PM. Sixty‐three total responses. The
results are separated into three sections; Section I contains general comments, Section II contains
suggestions specifically relating to IUB Libraries, Section III contains campus‐wide comments.
Recycling issues pertaining to food (food packaging, etc.) have been placed in the “Food” section.
I. GENERAL COMMENTS
•

•
•
•
•

•

Dear IU Libraries task force, I was happy to see this link on your website. Ever since I became a
student at IU last fall, I have thought very much about how much more the IUB campus could be
doing in the way of sustainability.
First of all thank you for providing such a great opportunity to voice our ideas.
This is awesome!
Thanks for doing this, I really appreciate the chance to share my ideas.
Give up gift exchanges at holidays & contribute to the local food pantry instead.
This whole sustainability drive is a waste of money. Unless there are cost‐effective and cost‐
cutting measures that can be taken, it is not useful to spend thousands of dollars to diminish an
alleged "carbon‐footprint." Maybe stopping this so‐called "sustainability" drive would make the
campus better?

II. LIBRARY‐SPECIFIC COMMENTS
ENERGY
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

I'm wondering about how many watts... how much energy... the large television monitors in the
IC and at the front desk in the IC use. They're probably on 24/7 and I thought those TVs used a
good amount of energy and I question whether that is a good use of energy for the value they
deliver?
Reduce the amount of lights that remain on at all hours.
Use power‐saving features on computers.
Decrease the number of lights that are always on and begin using IR Security cameras with a lot
of security signage too; also move to more task‐lights versus the corner‐to‐corner every square
inch illumination!
You all should replace the lights with the new energy saving lights.
Install motion‐sensitive lighting in the stacks and make sure that lighting which isn't needed isn't
turned on ‐ for example, the lights over the external part of the entrance to the Wells Library are
always on, even in broad daylight.
Require that employees and students turn off their computers at night. This would save a
substantial amount of electricity and coal burning.
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•
•

•

Install double pane windows, closely monitor classroom temperatures. The classrooms always
seem overheated in the winter and overcooled in the summer.
Advise students to turn off lights when they are finished using a desk.
Install motion sensors on all lights, faucets and stools in the library restrooms and motion sensors
on lights in library class and workrooms. For that matter‐‐all over the rest of the campus. Many
schools have had motion sensor lighting for over 20 years! We shouldn't let Oakland University,
Bowling Green State University, etc. be greener than we are!

•
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY/LAND USE
•

Reduce lawn mowing by converting the lawn on the south side of Wells Library to a wildflower
meadow.

RESOURCE USE/RECYCLING

•

•

•

Provide recycling canisters only (no trash) around printing areas 2) Since many students "camp
out" in the libraries to study and socialized, a larger presence of plastic and aluminum recycling
bins would prevent those items from being put in trash bins 3) Reduce paper usage by not
printing checkout tickets for library patrons; due dates and check‐out inventories for each patron
are already electronically monitored 4) Possibly not within IUB Library jurisdiction, but do not
automatically provide paper copies of UITS STEPS course packets. Instead, provide these booklets
through login on the server. Most students would only reference the tutorials while already at a
computer.
The biggest suggestion I could make regarding the libraries is paper waste. It seems as if the
library wastes lots and lots of paper by relying on dot matrix printers for checkout receipts. The
printers are set up to split each individual checkout onto separate slips of paper, rather than one
continuous receipt. Also, there is no easy mechanism for not processing a receipt. It would be
helpful if circulation staff could ask the patron prior to the transaction if they would need a
receipt and be able to easily select "no receipt" (or even be able to email them their receipt as
the self‐check unit does) if not. Seeing as people are able to access their checkouts via IUCAT,
many patrons don't need receipts. I think that both (1) implementing new receipt printers that
printed contiguous receipts on thinner paper (perhaps even post‐consumer) and (2) providing
circulation staff with the option of printing a receipt would vastly reduce the paper waste that
the libraries generate.
A lot of students now carry laptops to class to take notes in and around campus along with their
textbooks. When trying to get text books this year I thought it would be a lot easier, cheaper and
environmentally friendly to try and find ebooks. IU offers this option but there are barely any
books available. I looked around on other ebook sites and found a lot of other colleges offer a
great deal more ebooks to there students than IU. IU should register with more ebooks sites or
digitize there text books and make them accessible to the students. By doing this students save
green by being green and using the virtual books instead of the less environmentally friendly
standard paper textbooks. Ebooks are also the way of the future! IU boasts being one of the best
technological campuses in the US yet its not meeting up with other campuses in this area.
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RECYCLE PAPER, PLASTIC, GLASS
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

I like the fact that printer paper is already being recycled. That is an important part.
Encourage people to recycle their cell phones ‐ any university campus has to be a good place for
this! Also participate in America Recycles Day (November 15) ‐ use this to help publicize the
efforts that are taking place already and to elicit more ideas.
I also think it should be easier to access services such as online delivery for articles and even
individual book chapters than it currently is, because that should cut down on photocopies. All
printers on campus should automatically print double‐sided. Professors should be encouraged to
accept papers from students electronically and to make readers available in the format of a cd‐
rom containing pdfs of all the included articles.
Some of the paper that gets recycled from printing could go into a scrap paper tray for people to
use.
Set up all printers to default to duplex printing.
Few students seem to know how to make double‐sided copies at the library. A sticker near the
key pad on each copier, providing instructions, might help. Also, it would be nice to be able to
digitally scan book pages at one of the copiers and save it to a flash drive. I know this is possible
at scanner stations, but logging into a computer and scanning pages is not as handy as a copier. (I
take photos of book pages with my digital camera, but the result is not as nice as scanning.)
There are many thousands of copies of the Daily Student and USA Today that are simply thrown
out, but should be recycled. There should be containers set up for these.
There should be more bins for recycling drink bottles and cans. You really have to go out of your
way to find the a recycling bin for those types of materials.
I think you all should have more recycling cans for aluminum and plastic instead of just paper.
Every printer in the IC should be set to print duplex by default. I believe the East Tower printers
are set this way, why not include the IC?
Put recycle containers next to dumpsters! Sometimes, I carry my recyclable trash around in my
back pack because I don't want to throw it away and there is nowhere to put it!
I would like to see all the printers set to the default of printing double sided and with wider [sic]
margins. Also have the school develop a webiste or blog where everyone from the IU may
contribute ideas and suggestions.
For a start, get better trash containers. They all look exactly the same, and nobody takes the time
to read the little signs on the side. If you want a reasonable amount of paper recycling done, get
blue or green trash cans with the slits in the top for paper. At least that should cut down on the
number of soda bottles and candy wrappers in it.
Advise students to not print out all online resources (from oncourse, readings, etc) if they can
read them online. Automatically have pages print out double‐sided ‐ I feel like more recycling
receptacles around campus would promote more people to recycle. These receptacles would be
most beneficial right next to a trash can.
All printers should have easy options for printing settings, with default set on printing both sides.
Way more recycling bins, conveniently placed. Recycling for glass should be included.
Libraries staff should be trained to duplex their printing rather than waste paper. Awareness is
needed on the part of both staff and library users about saving paper.
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I think that there should be plastic and glass recycling receptacles on campus as well as those for
paper and cans.
Make double‐sided printing the default.
Get rid of the piece of paper that is given to each person that checks out material from the
library. Since everyone is required to have a computer, it is very easy to check when the book is
due, if one happens to forget. Also, most people just throw the paper out anyway.
There should be release stations in every computer lab to prevent unnecessary printing of
documents.
Make printing double‐sided by default in the computer labs.
Some of the paper that gets recycled from printing could go into a scrap paper tray for people to
use.
Put paper recycling bins in more prominent locations.
Big, well‐marked recycling bins for paper, cans, plastics, glass, etc., as opposed to trash bins.

TRANSPORTATION
•

Increase the capacity of the library bike racks. I often have to lock onto landscape elements
because of a lack of space in the racks and have sometimes gotten a ticket for it.

•
•
•

Coffee shop and cafeterias providing discounts for bringing your own cups, bags, etc.
Don't sell water in plastic bottles!
One big area of opportunity that I feel is long overdue is having recycling facilities in the food
court area of the main library. There are hundreds of plastic bottles consumed that should be
recycled, but are just disposed of because there are no recycling containers set up.
Bring your own place setting & cloth napkin to office parties.
Encourage food services to buy locally and serve healthy food.
Have recycling for plastic and paper by the food areas, and make the openings big enough for
things such as bowls to fit in.

FOOD

•
•
•
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III. CAMPUS‐WIDE COMMENTS
ACADEMIC INITIATIVES
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Encourage staff and students to use commuting modalities that don't rely on personal
automobiles.
A recycling publicity campaign.
Inform users about resources related to sustainability, for example, new books (Jeffrey Sachs /
Common Wealth; E.O. Wilson / The Creation...; Bill McKibben / Deep Economy). Incorporate
sustainability into workshops offered (how can users set up alerts for articles on sustainability).
Inform users about IU courses related to sustainability & SPEA's new program on sustainable
development. Inform users about offices/organizations that work locally on sustainability issues
so they can become more active in the community.
Send letters home to all the students’ parents informing them of IU's efforts to go green and give
them tips on what they can do to help out at home. Then send out mass emails to students of IU
and let them know what they can do on campus and in their homes to go green. I think these are
good solutions that will help the environment. This stuff needs to be done ASAP!
Maybe an education campaign related to recycling water bottles or using reusable bottles.
Part of trying to be green should be to educate ourselves about the processes of recycling.
Develop a website or blog where everyone from IU may contribute ideas and suggestions.
Pertaining to freshman orientation, discuss with the incoming students all the items that IU
recycles and the goals that the University would like to meet in the upcoming 4 years.

ENERGY
•

•

•

•

A few windmills for your energy uses would go a long way. I know there is a lot of interest on
campus in wind energy. Wind energy is one focus of Dr. Barthelmie in the geography
department, for example.
Install motion sensors on all lights, faucets and stools in the library restrooms and motion sensors
on lights in library class and workrooms. For that matter‐‐all over the rest of the campus. Many
schools have had motion sensor lighting for over 20 years! We shouldn't let Oakland University,
Bowling Green State University, etc. be greener than we are!
After living in the dorms for a year, I noticed a lot of wasted energy. I think it would be beneficial
to have the lights in the dorm hallways turned off during night hours. In order to insure safety
instead of pure darkness, I think leaving one panel light on at one of the hallways would help
keep the hall lit well enough as well as save energy.
When I come in to my office in the evening (in Memorial Hall) I find that all the lights in the
building hallways seem to be on. It would be wonderful if motion‐sensitive lights could be
installed in the buildings, so that lights could go off when they aren't being used. If that isn't
possible, then at least motion‐sensitive lights could be installed in the bathrooms, where lights
don't need to be on when no one is using them.
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•

I've found that the lights in many of the campus bathrooms are left on 24 hours a day. It would
save a tremendous amount of electricity (and money) for the university to install automatic
motion sensor lights in all the bathrooms, so the lights would only be on when necessary.
As much as I like the light sculpture on the side of the art museum, it does not need to be on for
the entire night, no matter how energy efficient the bulbs are. It can be on from sunset until
maybe one in the morning and then turned off ‐‐ perhaps until three on weekends. In areas of
the campus that are not frequented at night, while lighting is important for student safety,
maybe half of the lights can be converted to motion‐detector lights so that they are only on
when people are actually around to use them.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY/LAND USE
•
•

•
•

•

Maintain natural areas around creeks and woodlands on the campus
Talk about green. First please enforce the smoking laws on campus. Even though smoking is
banned on‐campus, I am sick of people smoking right outside the buildings just by where people
walk. We are still affected by second‐hand smoking. What’s the point in talking about green
when allowing smoking on‐campus is just as bad. Smoking is much more harmful to the students
in a much direct way.
Doing green is fun. I would start by planting trees all around campus wherever they are not.
Get rid of leaf blowers, they're noisy and smell horrid, in addition to using petroleum‐based fuels.
Brooms and rakes are still available at hardware stores, last time I checked. Plant landscaping
with vegetation that needs little to no watering or fertilization. Reduce the frequency of grass
mowing.
I think it would be a good use of land if more fruit trees were planted in the campus. I know that
there are some cherry and mulberry trees around however considering the large area of the
campus fruit trees constitute a very small percentage of all the tree population. Indiana being an
apple country I think it would be great to have some apple trees and may be some pear and
apricot trees too.

RESOURCE USE/RECYCLING
•

•
•

•

In some buildings there are only paper recycling and they are often times hidden. If more
receptacles were available for cans, plastic and cardboard I think it'd benefit the university and
the environment.
I'm surprised at how few recycling bins there are on campus. There should be a much larger,
more visible effort to capture waste, particularly paper, aluminum and plastic.
As for printing and paper, I think that professors should begin to require students to use the
duplex function on the printers when turning in assignments such that less paper is used. A
stretch, I know, but using one side of the paper is such a waste!
Establish a system of recycling within the Greek community, and enforce it! These enormous
houses waste massive amounts of recyclable products every day! I work in a sorority, and it is
unbelievable to me how many paper plates, cardboard boxes, and, especially, styrofoam cups
and containers are used and then thrown in the trash. If you were to have one house properly
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

dispose of every possible recyclable, I think you would be able to produce enough recycled paper
to last the entire house a semester.
Recycling cans should be more visible and in every building on campus. Also, in places that stay
open late or all night (library, dorms, etc.)
I heard that most of the stuff in the recycling bins at the union are actually thrown away in the
trash. For starters, you could probably try to fix this problem before some student journalism kid
gets their hands on it first.
Have a place on campus for things students normally throw away: batteries, paper (there are
already some of these, but more needed), ink cartridges, etc. 3. have water refillable stations
intermittently on campus. student are already doing their part by carrying siggs, kleen kanteens,
etc. but need help reducing pollution and waste caused by plastic bottles.
Abundant bins everywhere on campus to recycle cardboard, paper, cans, glass, plastic, organic
materials with full descriptions on the bins of what is considered organic materials, etc. Part of
trying to be green should be to educate ourselves about the processes of recycling.
stop printing the IU telephone directory. What a collosal waste of paper!!! stop mailing to faculty
every single announcement of an award, distinguished professor announcement, a special
program, women's studies doings, etc etc. what a collosal waste of paper. stop printing so many
copies of the IDS since it's online and probably a small percentage get recycled. and/or print
fewer pages. Seems silly to me to cover world news which is well outdated by the time it gets
printed in the IDS. put recycling bins for paper next to all the recycling bins for cans and bottles.
thanks for this opportunity for feedback.
People always complain about those who do not recycle their water bottles and how terrible it is
for the environment. My idea is for bottled water to not be sold on campus, or for it to be sold at
outrageous prices so that no one buys them (and the extra profits can be used for green activities
and developments). In the mean time campus should try to set up more drinking fountains
outdoors (not in buildings, building already have sufficient facilities). That way the problem of
recycling bottles is nipped in the bud. No bottles=no extra trash. It also saves the city or campus
(I don't know who is responsible for the actual recycling process) the extra money it costs and
energy it takes to recycle plastic, which is an aspect of recycling that nobody ever talks about.
Thanks, Yasemin
To make the campus more green, I believe we need to have many more recycling pales around.
There are very few places to recycle all of the plastic water bottles we walk around with each
day.
Have recycling cans in each room of the campus‐‐even the offices of the faculty members, who
often have limitless or at least huge printing quotas. The recycling cans should be right next to
the garbage cans. I help a professor on campus and he prints out way too many things, then puts
them right in the trash can. I introduced a paper bag for recycling and that's helped. Without
being prompted, and without having a very convenient way to recycle, many people won't do it!
We need more recycling containers for plastic water bottles and maybe an education campaign
related to recycling water bottles or using reusable bottles. I see way too many bottles thrown
away in the trash, especially at the gym! I pick out several from the trash each week at SRSC and
put them in the recycling containers...! There's no excuse for students to not recycle
these...please help!
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TRANSPORTATION
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

there should be a large campaign to encourage students/staff/faculty to ride their bikes, bus
and/or walk to campus as opposed to using cars. I ride my bike almost daily to campus and am
always taken aback by how few bicycle racks there are for thos of us who do choose this
commuting option. More bike racks as well as a media campaign to encourage students to use
less fuel is a good starting point, I think.
Make more bike tracks and bike RACKS so more people are encouraged to bike than drive or take
the bus. Fine example is the area around the law school.
Ditch the bike permit fee and consider increasing motor vehicle parking fees to reduce traffic
congestion on campus. Provide facilities including lockers, showers, and covered bike parking. ‐
Raise the cost of parking to provide an economic incentive. ‐Close roads through campus to
nonessential automobile traffic. ‐Increase bus service.
You could work with the city of Bloomington to make crossing the 45/46 bypass safer (or even
possible) so more people from the east side could ride their bikes to campus.
make bike permits free! this would encourage more people to ride them and show IU is
supportive of reducing emissions from cars
When workers leave their vehicles, they could save fuel costs and help the environment by
shutting off the engines. It is not unusual to find a campus vehicle idling with no occupants
inside.
More bike racks and safer bicycle routes through campus. Maybe even convered bike racks? Help
reduce automobile usage by not granting so many permits to freshman and sophmores.
Encourage bicycle usage by not charging for bicycle permits (really what is that about?) and by
creating a bicycle friendly environment.
Limit the amount of cars on campus, encourage more bus use by providing more city buses to
campus.
More bike lanes and places to park bikes.
Finally, while I know Bloomington has a bike‐share program, I never see the bikes and I think the
campus should get involved in developing and promoting the program.
You could work with the city of Bloomington to make crossing the 45/46 bypass safer (or even
possible) so more people from the east side could ride their bikes to campus.
Encourage the IU administration to require Freshmen and Sophomores to live on campus
without cars, provide adequate transportation.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
•
•
•

Green roofs ‐ there are large, flat roof areas around the lower floors that are pretty ugly as they
are; green roofs would help the environment and be nice to look at!
Consider sustainable building practices and alternative energy when constructing new facilities.
Green roofs are big help when trying to go green. Not only are they beautiful, they are practical
too. Here are the benefits and uses of a green roof: 1. Insulation‐ Green roofs are naturally good
insulators. They keep heat in during the winters and reflect heat away during the summers. 2.
Rain water collectors‐ Green roofs can collect rain water that is normally drained off into the
sewers through the roof drains. An added bonus to this: putting a water collector layer
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•
•

underneath the soil and rock layer to collect left over water. This can then filter the water and
that water can be used in the air conditioning systems throughout the rest of the building. No
waste water and less electricity. 3. Carbon sequestration‐ If everyone is so worried about Global
Warming and CO2, why doesn't everyone plant a tree? Trees and plants use CO2 in
photosynthesis and turn it into oxygen. Though this reduces the CO2 by just a tiny part per
million, it still helps. 4. Beauty‐ The Hanging Gardens of Babylon weren't called one of the seven
wonders of the ancient world for nothing. Gardens are places of beauty and can be planted in
just about any space. Students, faculty, staff, and visitors would appreciate the beauty of the
green roof just as much as they would a normal garden. Also, gardens can create the ideal
environment for studying and relaxation. Students above all else would love that. If it's possible,
why not make the green roofs into outdoor lounges too. No need to build a new building for
studying, just use some of the unused space on the roofs. 5. Environment‐ If it doesn't create a
tiny surplus in the electrical bill, then at least it will help the environment and help make the
campus and city more environmentally friendly.
Green any new buildings that will be built in the future. The music school will be building a new
practice room facility, and I would like to see more energy efficient lights, recycled building
materials, solar panels, etc. Anything that will use less energy while also cutting the energy costs!
No new parking garages!
stop building so many parking garages.

FOOD
•
•

•
•

•

RECYCLE PAPER, PLASTIC, GLASS. Get the cafes to do it too! It is worth it!
I'm not sure how much control the library has over the cafeterias in and around them, but at
another university I attended two things were in place that I think are missing at I.U. They had
separate garbage cans for leftover food that was composted and then used in the landscaping
efforts around campus and leftover food that had not been served was taken to a homeless
shelter rather than be thrown away. I also wonder if there should be greater efforts to encourage
students to refill water bottles from fountains rather than throwing them away and buying new
ones.
The cafeterias on campus should have recycling options and provide some local food options.
I think that sustainability practices can easily be implemented in university dining areas, stores,
and restaurants. I recently read that the University of Maryland ceased to provide styrofoam
containers of all kinds in their dining halls. They also stopped selling bottled water and
encouraged students to bring their own water bottles and refill them in the dining halls or at
water fountains. Furthermore, instead of providing students with free plastic bags to carry their
purchases, groceries, or takeout food, students should be encouraged to bring their own
reusable sacks or be charged a small fee to obtain the plastic bags ‐ much like some
supermarkets are beginning to do (such as Whole Foods).
I am writing because I have a deep concern about the way that the Wright Place Food court
creates waste. The food court uses all plastic throw‐away utensils, plates, cups, etc. The only
things that is re‐used are the trays. I didn't even notice recycling bins near where the dishes are
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thrown away (they might have them, but I didn't see them). It really frustrates me to see so
many things being thrown away, they must produce a huge amount of waste there, with all of
the summer camps and activites (including freshman orientation) that are required to eat there
every day. I don't know if they use plastic wear during the school year or not. We must get re‐
useable dishes and utensils for Wright Food Court!
Having the proper containers in each cafeteria and break area will dramatically increase the level
of recycling on campus, and help IUB moves towards a more sustainable campus.
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TOPICAL READINGS
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GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
Boivin, Amy. “Global Warming Pathfinder.” November 18,2007.
http://ella.slis.indiana.edu/~aboivin/globalwarming.html. (accessed September 26, 2008).
Library of Congress Tracer Bullet 08‐5. “Global Warming and Climate Change.” August 18, 2008.
http://www.loc.gov/rr/scitech/tracer‐bullets/globalwarmingtb.html. (accessed September 26, 2008).

GREEN ROOFS
United States Environmental Protection Agency. “Green Roofs.” October 12, 2007.
http://www.epa.gov/heatisld/strategies/greenroofs.html . (accessed September 26, 2008).
Library of Congress Tracer Bullet 06‐1. “Green Roofs.” January 2006. http://www.loc.gov/rr/scitech/tracer‐
bullets/greenroofstb.html. (accessed September 26, 2008).

RECYCLING
Parman, Polly. “Recycling: A Pathfinder.” April 27 2005. http://ella.slis.indiana.edu/~pparman/recycling.html.
(accessed September 26, 2008).

SOLAR PANELS AT ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
Colorado State University. “Revolutionizing the solar Panel Industry.” September 2007.
http://www.colostate.edu/features/ava‐solar.aspx. (accessed September 26, 2008).
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Denny, Heather. “Solar Power Panels Installed on Hayden Library Roof.” Massachusetts Institute of Technology
News Office, September 16, 2004. http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2004/solarpower.html. (accessed
September 26, 2008).
Washington University Solar Panels. http://solarpanels.wustl.edu/default.htm. (accessed September 26, 2008).

LOCAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND WEBSITES
American Council for an Energy‐Efficient Economy: http://www.aceee.org/
American Library Association Task Force on the Environment:
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/rts/srrt/tfoe/taskforceenvironment.cfm
Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education: http://www.aashe.org/index.php
Bloomington Parks and Recreation: http://bloomington.in.gov/parks
Bloomington Transit: http://www.bloomingtontransit.com/
Caldwell Center on Community & Ecology (Bloomington): http://thecaldwellcenter.org/
Center for Sustainable Living: http://simplycsl.org/
City of Bloomington Commission on Sustainability:
http://bloomington.in.gov/sections/viewSection.php?section_id=82
Environmental Law Society: http://law.indiana.edu/students/activities/environmental/index.shtml
Freecycle Network, Bloomington: http://www.freecycle.org/group/United%20States/Indiana/Bloomington
Gazelle Online Recycling Program: http://www.gazelle.com/
Green Building Council: http://www.usgbc.org/
Green Libraries: http://www.greenlibraries.org/index.html
Hoosier Environmental Council: http://www.hecweb.org/
Indiana Public Interest Research Group (INPIRG): http://www.inpirg.org/home
Indiana Recycling Coalition: http://www.indianarecycling.org/
Indiana University Carpool Program: http://www.iubus.indiana.edu/parking_operations/carpool.html
Local Growers Guild: http://www.localgrowers.org/
Local organizations, agencies and commissions with links to IUB with an interest in sustainability: see p. 31 of the
Campus Report: https://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/wp‐
content/uploads/Campus_Sustainability_Report.pdf
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Michigan State University Office of Campus Sustainability: http://www.ecofoot.msu.edu/
Monroe County Parks and Recreation:
http://www.co.monroe.in.us/parksandrecreation/EnvironmentalPrograms.html
Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard Organic Gardening Program: http://www.mhcfoodpantry.org/who.html
The Oil Drum (online newsletter about energy, particularly the issue of peak oil): http://www.theoildrum.com/
Organizations within IUB currently involved in sustainability‐related community outreach: see p. 31 of the Campus
Report: https://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/wp‐content/uploads/Campus_Sustainability_Report.pdf
Speaker list: http://bloomington.in.gov/documents/viewDocument.php?document_id=2779
Student groups on IUB campus engaged in sustainability efforts:
http://www.indiana.edu/~purchase/green/student.html
Sycamore Land Trust: http://www.bloomington.in.us/~sycamore/
Universities active in sustainability programs and other links (from the campus report):
https://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/resources‐links/
Volunteers in Sustainability: https://www.indiana.edu/~sustain/vis.html#groups
William McDonough website (architect and writer on sustainable living options): http://www.mcdonough.com/
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